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ABSTRACT 
Research has shown that adhering to productivity 
frameworks can be beneficial in making knowledge workers 
more productive through structured organising and planning 
of tasks. Getting Things Done (GTD) is one such framework 
that has gained theoretical backing. GTD encourages users 
to collect, clarify, organise, review and engage with tasks 
through a structured approach intended to allow for greater 
productivity. This study aims to evaluate how well the needs 
of users seeking to implement GTD are met by productivity 
planning tools available today.  

A technology review is conducted to assess 53 desktop 
personal productivity planning applications for their 
suitability to support GTD. Applications were scored on how 
well they met a list of criteria based on the core steps of the 
GTD framework. Two primary distinct approaches are 
realised through this review, those offering high structure 
and rigidity, and those which offer a greater degree of 
freedom. Highly-structured applications were found to offer 
the highest level of support for GTD users. High and low 
scoring applications were provided to 10 participants in a 
user study, which validated the findings of the application 
review. Users of high scoring applications felt more 
productive and found that they were easily able to implement 
GTD thanks to the support of their application. Users of low 
scoring applications were frustrated and confused by 
interfaces that lacked structure and support. The results of 
both studies indicate that users are supported best by a 
distinct minority subset of the productivity planning 
applications, and that other approaches in the market are less 
suitable for this framework.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
In recent years, personal productivity has gone from a self-
help topic to a bona fide philosophy and lifestyle that 
software developers have been keen to capitalise on. As the 
way we work has evolved into the fast-moving digital sphere, 
a desire amongst workers exists to manage their work and 
become more efficient. Market research shows the field of 
productivity software for individuals and teams is growing 
rapidly, representing an multi-billion dollar segment of the 
software market [19]. Within such a thoroughly saturated 
market, applications seek to attract new users with a broad 
range of features, approaches and claims.  

Previous work on personal productivity in the HCI 
community has shown a need for continued research that 
responds to the constantly evolving world of knowledge 
work. Research into the working habits and challenges faced 
by knowledge workers [3,8] informed later work on the 
strategies and tools that might best support them [9–12]. The 
present study seeks to assess how well users are served by 
productivity applications by analysing them through the lens 
of a popular productivity framework called Getting Things 
Done (GTD). 

A technology review is conducted which exposed trends, 
themes and opportunities in functionality. The five steps that 
form the basis of the GTD framework are used to develop a 
criteria list used to rate applications for their support. 
Examples of strong and weak tools on the market are 
individually reviewed further, and later form the basis of a 
small-scale user study intended to support the findings of the 
technology review. 

First, related work is outlined to provide a context for the 
present study. This will include an explanation of the GTD 
productivity framework, and work that supports the validity 
of it as a productivity strategy. A technology review will then 
be conducted that will see applications available on the 
market scored and ranked for their suitability and support for 
GTD. Applications will be analysed for their different 
features, and ultimately categorised as strong or weak in their 
support for the framework. Strong and weak application will 
then be provided to 10 participants to use as part of a user 
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study. Thematic analysis of the interview data from this user 
study will produce themes from this experience, which will 
finally be considered alongside tech review data in a 
discussion.  

2. RELATED WORK 
First, an explanation of the GTD productivity is provided, as 
well coverage of research that endorses it. Examples of 
approaches taken in HCI research to evaluate software 
solutions are then outlined, as these form the basis of the 
method used in this study. Finally, background research that 
provides foundation insights into the HCI community’s 
understanding of working productivity is shown. This 
includes examples of the tradition in HCI research of 
investigating productivity through the use of intervention 
studies. 

Getting Things Done 
The GTD framework is an integral part of the present study, 
and some background on it is necessary to understand the 
methodology and findings. GTD was created by productivity 
guru David Allen, and first outlined in his 2001 book 
“Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-Free Productivity” 
[1]. Allen proposes GTD as a way to increase productivity in 
all parts of the user’s life, with a particular focus on personal 
productivity in project-based work. With the basic principle 
of offloading tasks to a structured task lists, the methodology 
is intended to reduce cognitive load and allow for greater 
focus, creativity and efficiency. 

GTD is, above all, a productivity method based on 
externalising tasks and goals to enable the user to be flexible 
and efficient with planning. The key steps that form the basis 
of the GTD methodology are: 

1. Capture – All tasks, ideas and requests for time 
should be collected and stored in an “inbox” as soon 
as they arise. 

2. Process – Detail should be added to all items in the 
inbox, and Depending on the task, this processing 
might result in the task being completed 
immediately, delegated, broken down into 
component parts or added to a task list. 

3. Organise – Tasks are further sorted into groups of 
tasks, assigned to a project, assessed for external 
dependencies and/or given a time estimate or 
deadline. 

4. Review – The above steps should be revisited 
regularly and all lists kept up to date, attention 
should be paid to tasks that have been completed 

5. Do – Tasks are completed in the priority order they 
have been assigned. 

The GTD method is extremely popular, becoming an 
industry in itself; complete with qualifications for GTD 
consultancy, training workshops around the world and an 
annual summit attended by Allen and hundreds of GTD 
enthusiasts. But interest and uptake has spread beyond only 
those who have read the work of Allen. Developers of 

productivity applications have not only endorsed and 
supported the method and its users, but many have built tools 
specifically designed to cater to it. For application that are 
not specifically marketed for its implementation, developers 
and a wider community of enthusiast construct detailed GTD 
set-up guides. In fact David Allen’s official Getting Things 
Done Store sells officially endorsed guides for 12 different 
applications for $10 each [20]. 

The analysis of applications in the technology review was 
developed through studying  the GTD protocol and 
workflows [1], referencing both official and unofficial GTD 
set-up guides [20] and by listening to David Allen’s thoughts 
on apps for GTD. In a talk delivered to the 2019 GTD 
Summit [21], David Allen shared his designs [18] for an 
ultimate application for GTD created in 1994, and discusses 
why such an application hasn’t yet been developed. The 
sketches from this talk were shared through the official GTD 
mailing list, along with an invitation to developers to take his 
ideas on board. David Allen’s sketches and ideas are 
intended to make an application that is suited to strict GTD 
above all else, and so may not necessarily be the features that 
would make an application a broader commercial success for 
a developer. With that in mind, his sketches and ideas were 
used only partially for the development of this criteria list. 

For clarity, this study will refer to the explored software as 
“productivity applications”. While such applications are 
sometimes referred to as “to-do list applications”, the choice 
of language here is intended to reflect the broader suite of 
features offered by the applications in this category. This 
semantic decision is also intended to acknowledge that to-do 
lists are just one component part of the GTD framework, and 
will be understood as a feature of the applications reviewed 
in this study. 

Technology review methodology 
The analysis of applications in this study will be based 
primarily on a technology review, a newer methodology that 
is increasing in popularity. In the planning of the present 
study, examples of this methodology were sought out in 
related fields of research. Two studies from Stawarz et al. 
[15,16] stand out for their use of technology reviews, which 
focus on feature analysis. Both studies explore habit-building 
applications and employ technology reviews of mobile 
applications as part of a two-part study. The 2014 paper [15] 
in particular will be referenced for the exemplary use of the 
methodology. After collecting records of 229 qualifying 
medication reminder apps, a functionality review is 
performed which revealed common approaches and areas 
that appear to be under explored. Feature tagging of each 
record allowed for categorisation of the analysed apps into 
descriptive categories. These categories provided a 
shorthand that went on to be used through the second part of 
the study (user review analysis).  

Understanding productivity in modern knowledge work 
Productivity planning has received significant attention in 
the literature in recent years. As knowledge work has 
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evolved to be supported almost entirely by computers and 
digital devices, the desire to maintain focus and increase 
productivity has been realised and explored with interest 
from industry. The present study builds on existing research 
into defining productivity in modern work and investigations 
into the impact of different planning strategies and tools on 
the user’s productivity. 

Studies that seek to define productivity in modern digitally-
supported knowledge work have provided a strong basis for 
research into strategies for making work more productive. 
Where productivity may have popularly been understood as 
the ratio of input to output at work, the rise of digitally-
supported knowledge work has encouraged research into 
how productivity should be understood in modern the 
workplace. Two works from Mark et al. [3,8] in particular 
provide foundational insights into how the modern user 
works, and how it may challenge previous understandings of 
productivity towards the development of better tools. 

Mark et al. [3] showed that modern knowledge work is 
extremely fragmented and subject to frequent interruptions 
and context switches. In an attempt to better understand this 
constant task switching, the authors introduced the concept 
of “working spheres”; higher-level units of work that consist 
of any number of smaller individual tasks or activities 
towards the completion of a working goal. Through 
observation, the study showed that not only do workers 
switch routinely between individual tasks (averaging around 
3 minutes per task), but they routinely switch between these 
larger working spheres – typically spending only 12 minutes 
working on each before switching.  

Their observations give some insight into the strategies 
employed by workers to manage their fragmented working 
days. The authors also observed the strategies that workers 
employed to manage their frequently interrupted workflows. 
Workers attempted to organise their work in a way that 
would make the switching between working spheres less 
taxing, compiling artefacts in logical groupings. Artefacts 
that were not important for the current activity were removed 
and filed away, so as to maintain focus on the tasks at hand. 
This 2004 study included discussion of the challenges faced 
by workers in juggling real-world and digital working 
materials (such as post-it notes and printed documents), but 
observations about email inbox behaviour for digital task 
management and the use of paper planners are of particular 
interest presently. The study paints a picture of a reactionary, 
disjointed approach to the issue of a fragmented work day. 
Multiple organisational strategies across digital and physical 
domains were developed to minimise the negative effect of 
switching between working spheres. These observations 
provide useful insight into the unmet needs of the modern 
knowledge worker, and provides a useful basis for the 
present study.  

Mark [8] further explored new ways of looking at 
productivity with an emphasis on the digital technologies 
that, by ten years later in 2014, dominated the workplace. 

Building on their previous research into the fragmented 
working day, and taking a novel approach to understanding 
working interruptions, the authors sought to understand the 
time before the worker is interrupted. This study investigated 
focus and how it is broken. One particular finding stands out 
from this paper; the tendency of workers to engage in less 
focused behaviours and experience increased interruptions 
when partaking in work considered boring. The authors 
propose that it is a lack of focus in the initial task that 
encourages interruption, rather than interruptions leading to 
a lack of focus. This suggestion inspires interesting 
opportunities for tackling the fragmented, interrupted work 
day based on categorisation of types of work and the order in 
which that work might be done. It follows that through 
planning and structuring their work days, workers might be 
able to manage their focus and avoid the interruptions that 
hinder their productivity. The study stops short of providing 
suggestions or strategies that might be useful to combat the 
issues raised, or indeed how workers might identify 
opportunities to improve their productivity. 

Planning for productivity 
The need for workers to learn and implement strategies to 
improve their focus and productivity has been explored in 
depth by Meyer et al. in numerous studies [9–12]. These 
studies tend to focus on the working lives of software 
developers, an interesting group for such studies due to a 
common desire within in the profession to work more 
efficiently and become more productive. 

One such recent study from Meyer at al. [12] attempted to 
tackle the issue of developers struggling to identify strategies 
to increase their productivity. The authors proposed the 
concept of reflection, based on existing work that showed it 
to be an effective strategy in domains of health and wellness. 
52 developer participants were asked to reflect on their 
working behaviour daily for two to three weeks. Participants 
were asked to list their aims for the day and reflect on 
previously collected goals. At the end of the day, participants 
answered a 10-question questionnaire that probed them on 
how those aims had been met, and encouraged them to 
identify pain points. The study proposed that by first 
identifying issues with productivity through reflection, 
workers would be able to develop or recruit strategies that 
responded to their individual needs. Indeed, the results of the 
study were overwhelmingly positive, with 84.5% of 
participants reporting that the reflection had made them more 
aware of their most and least productive working habits. 80% 
of participants in the study agreed that the reflective goal-
setting had motivated them to change their behaviour in 
pursuit of increased productivity. This may have been 
through any number of productivity frameworks or 
strategies, but this study shows that a valuable first step in 
productivity improvement is to reveal the issues that need to 
be addressed through recording, externalising and reflecting 
on productivity. This builds on the work of Mark et. al, and 
supports the approach of the present study, and the GTD 
framework upon which it is based. 
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The effectiveness of the reflective goal setting suggested by 
Meyer relies on planning, an area that has been the subject of 
research in the domain of productivity research. Newman 
[13], attempted to identify the issues that prevented 
participants from achieving their daily objectives. Based on 
an altered diary study methodology, participants were asked 
to outline their aims for each day before embarking on a diary 
log of the tasks they completed and how long was spent on 
each. Differing from the approach of Meyer et al., this study 
required users to be much more specific about each task 
completed, the importance of the task and the time it took 
them. This study suggests value in detailed reviews of tasks 
and productivity, the type that many productivity 
frameworks and tools purport to support users in. 

But increasing productivity has been shown to be an 
extremely personal experience, with users adapting tools and 
strategies to fit their individual needs. Research into personal 
task management has shown that users’ needs both vary 
greatly from one to the next [4], and change in response to 
workload [6]. For this reason, strategies and tools that 
support productivity are suggested to be flexible and 
customisable. Frameworks for productivity that can be 
applied and adapted to any number of workflow or toolkits 
have therefore become a popular solution. 

It is clear that the literature supports interruptions as a 
significant detractor for workers’ productivity, but there 
exists some evidence that interruptions are often necessary 
and at times beneficial. A 2016 study [14] by Olmstead et al. 
surveyed 2,003 American workers about their working habits 
with relation to social media. 34% of respondents reported 
using social media at work in order to take a mental break, 
something that can be considered a response to the often-
chaotic working day of the knowledge worker. Should 
applications and tools that seek to increase productivity 
remove such breaks entirely by restricting the user? It might 
be suggested that a more successful approach would be to 
lessen the impact of the context switch. Tools and 
frameworks that organise notes, keep detailed accounts of 
progress and allow for flexibility might be considered a 
better solution. GTD is an example of a framework that 
meets these needs well. 

Opportunity of present study 
Mark et al.’s work [3,8] establishes a need for solutions to 
the fragmented workflow of the modern worker, but fails to 
identify a strategies or tools that might meet these needs. 
Building on this, Meyer et al. [9–12] suggest concrete 
strategies for realising opportunities to become more 
productive, namely through goal setting, planning and 
reflection. The impact of planning explored in the Busy Days 
project [13] showed the strengths and opportunities present 
in worker’s planning their time and keeping detailed notes of 
accomplishments and progress. These works build towards 
the exploration of tools and strategies designed to help users 
manage and plan their time and tasks at work in order to 
increase productivity. This leads into the intention of the 

present study; to assess such tools available to workers today. 
Acknowledging that increasing productivity is a highly 
personal pursuit, a framework that is not only popular but 
theoretically endorsed [5], GTD, will be used as a lens for 
analysis. GTD appears to address the needs identified in the 
literature, for mechanisms to externalise, schedule and 
reflect on tasks. Applications that purport to support users 
with their productivity and planning will be assessed for their 
suitability in supporting users of GTD in order to establish if 
the needs of users are being adequately met by tools on the 
market today. 

3. AIMS AND RESEARCH QUESTIONS 
The present study will investigate how well the needs of 
users are met by productivity planning software on the 
market today. To do this, applications will be reviews for 
their suitability to support the Getting Things Done 
productivity framework. Applications will be ranked and 
analysed, with predictions based on this analysis made about 
how well these applications serve users. Strong and weak 
applications will be provided to participants in a user study 
to validate these predictions and build conclusions about the 
best approaches applications can take to support GTD. 

The study takes a two-phased approach; and analytical phase 
which sees applications assessed for their GTD suitability, 
and an empirical phase validates findings through a user 
review.  It is hypothesised that applications that score highly 
in the technology review will be received best by participants 
in the user study. Based on the theoretical backing for GTD, 
applications that support it best should provide the best 
experience to users.  

4. STUDY 1: TECHNOLOGY REVIEW 

Overview 
The first part of this two-part study takes the form of a 
technology review. This review is based on the approach 
taken by Stawarz et al. [15,16], but varies from this method 
to suit the aims of the study. The intention of this technology 
review is to develop an understanding of the different 
approaches taken in the productivity planning application 
market as they related to GTD. A search of applications 
meeting a list of inclusion criteria was compiled and 
analysed. This analysis was performed using a list of criteria 
based on the five essential steps of the GTD framework. 
Applications were given one point for each of the criteria 
they met. A second reviewer validated the results of this 
scoring. Applications with high scores following this 
analysis could be considered to be successful at supporting 
users with GTD, and those with lower scores considered less 
successful.  

Method 

Approach 
Suitability criteria for an applications’ inclusion in this 
review was first developed. Because of the wide variation in 
functionality between different mobile devices and therefore 
the applications designed for them, the scope of this review 
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feature. Then, all 45 applications that met the search phase 
eligibility criteria were added to a spreadsheet to be scored 
against the criteria list. 

Each of the 45 applications was given one point for each of 
the 28 criteria they met. The criteria were written with the 
intention of eliciting a binary response, but notes were kept 
in the case of any ambiguity. Through the course of the 
analysis, nine application were removed from consideration 
for various reasons. Applications were found to be 
unsupported or unstable, unavailable due to geo-restrictions 
or because they were found to not pass the eligibility criteria 
from the search phase of this study on further inspection. If 
an application offered templates, guidance or support for 
GTD on first use, the application was judged in this state. 
Applications were otherwise judged on their default settings, 
views and templates, as the intention was to score each 
application on how it presents to a new user. At the end of 
this scoring phase, 36 applications had ultimately been 
reviewed. A full view of the final applications considered 
and their scores can be found in Appendix B. 

Once scores had been generated for the final 36 applications, 
the second researcher was again asked to review a sample to 
ensure a degree of inter-rater reliability. The second rater was 
asked to review 30% of the included apps. Mani et al. [7] 
demonstrated that a review of 30% of the apps that were 
randomly selected from the total sample can confirm that the 
app ratings were consistent across raters. 

Results 
Applications’ scores were gathered sorted by overall score 
for further review. The average score applications received 
was 13; the highest being a score of 24 and the lowest 2. The 
criteria grouping categories made it possible to see at-a-
glance the areas in which applications offered the greatest 
support for the different steps of the GTD framework, 
exposing some clear differences in approach. 

As might be expected, almost all applications scored highly 
for item capture functionality. 86% (31) applications offered 
a low barrier to entry for new items, allowing users to add 
simple text-only entries that can later be added to and 
processed. Only a third (33% ) actually supported an “inbox” 
feature for these newly added tasks. 

Support for features in the “Clarify & Organise” criteria 
category varied greatly. Although most applications (78%) 
supported the storing of items that were not explicitly tasks, 
few (8%) featured the “reference” folder suggested by the 
GTD framework for such items to be stored in. Just over half 
(53%) of the applications offered the user easy access to their 
completed tasks, and far fewer (14%) offered any sort of 
structured review features that might help the user to reflect 
on their progress. The GTD concept of “contexts” was 
offered by just six applications, but 20 received a point for 
enabling this functionality through some version of a tagging 
feature. 

Scores also varied widely for criteria under the “Review & 
Do” category, with different approaches to date visualisation 
and handling becoming very clear. While the majority of 
applications didn’t offer the user a calendar view for their 
tasks with dates and times attached, almost all applications 
(86%) offered some form of synchronising with a third-party 
calendar. Interestingly, 17% fewer (22) applications offered 
support for due times to be added to tasks than offered due 
date functionality (28). 

Figure 1 shows the full criteria list used for the application 
analysis, as well as the percentage of applications that met 
each. It displays clearly how certain criteria were poorly 
represented generally, like the existence of a reference 
folder. The “High” column shows the adherence to the 
criteria in the top six applications, which each scored more 
than 20 points. The “Low” column shows how different the 
adherence was for the other 30 applications in the review, 
and demonstrates the influence of the highest scoring apps 
on the over-all results. 

Three distinct categories or styles of applications were 
observed over the course of the review; high structure 
applications, low structure applications and a middle ground. 
Identified through similar future sets, approaches and review 
scores, these categories of application provide insights into 
the different ways developers meet the needs of users 
seeking to improve their productivity. 

Apps that prioritised major features that fell outside of the 
GTD framework received low scores. Serene, a relative 
newcomer to the market, received a score of just 5 in this 
review. Although it offered basic task list functionality, the 
focus of the application on restriction-based productivity 
appeared to come at the cost of support for GTD. Twobird, 
and ambitious application that seeks to combine personal 
productivity and email management, received a similarly low 
score (7), apparently for the same reasons.  

 
Figure 2. The interfaces of Firetask, Todoist and Nirvana 

High structure, high scores 
One distinct style of application was observed the high 
scoring end of the review score list. Applications that scored 
above 20 presented extremely similarly across the scoring 
criteria. Only six application achieved this above 20 score; 
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Todoist [26], Firetask [27], Amazing Marvin [28], Nirvana 
[29], OmniFocus [30] and 2Do [31]. These six applications’ 
score, varying only by 4 points, reflects the similarity of 
approach and features they share.  

Figure 2 shows a side-by-side comparison Todoist, 
Omnifocus and Nirvana. Not only are the features that these 
applications offer similar, but the interface they use differs 
only minimally. These applications shared a common layout 
that speaks to a shared approach; a column on the left of the 
screen for selecting lists, projects and filters, a space for 
displaying tasks and options, and a top toolbar with search, 
settings and “add” functionality. All of these applications 
have a dedicated “Inbox” for newly added items which is a 
default view when opening the application. Tasks are then 
processed and organised through the folders, projects and 
lists represented on the left-hand column. The commonality 
in appearance then, may be the result of a comparable feature 
set and intended structure and flow of items through the 
application.  

The structure of these applications appears to encourage 
tasks to leave the inbox and continue through the GTD steps. 
The structure these applications provide is rigid; aside from 
the ability to name projects or folders or designate favourites, 
the interface remains largely unchanged as it is used. This 
allows for the application to suggest or prescribe a flow of 
tasks without relying on the motivation of the user to 
implement and maintain their own framework. For 
developers setting out to design an application explicitly 
intended to assist with GTD or similar frameworks, this 
approach makes sense. Moreover, this approach makes sense 
for a specific (and likely very large) segment of the user base 
of these applications. Where some may arrive at an 
application with the intention of implementing a productivity 
framework, many more will arrive with the sole intention of 
installing an application to help them with their productivity. 
By prescribing a framework for tasks through rigid 
structuring of the application, developers can offer these 
users a solution that does not make them responsible for 
managing their own productivity. In this sense, these 
applications offer a higher level of support to users seeking 
to become more productive. 

Low structure, high freedom 
A style of application also emerged that offered users core 
task list functionality, but with a much less structured 
approach. This style of application accounted for many of the 
30 applications that scored under 20 points in the review. 
Where the top six applications offered structure, and 
encouraged tasks through a rigid interface, these applications 
offered flexibility.  

Note-taking style applications such as Evernote [32], Notion 
[33], Workflowy [34] and Bear [35] all received below 
average scores in this review. Despite their popularity as 
productivity tools, these applications lack the explicit 
features that would garner higher scores and suggest a higher 
degree of support for GTD. These applications offer the user 

an environment in which they can develop their own 
productivity structure and templates, but such an approach 
relies heavily on the motivation of the user to set up and 
adhere their solution. Features offered by these apps may be 
limited to check-box to-do list functionality, with it being left 
to the user to develop a system of folders or projects for tasks 
to be processed and organised through. In this way, this style 
of application is similar to a paper and pen GTD solution. 
David Allen has maintained that GTD can be implemented 
effectively with paper and pen [1,21], and for many this 
approach is preferable to app-supported solutions. The user 
is given the freedom to lay out their productivity framework 
as they see fit, but is afforded some features and structures 
that can’t exist in paper implementations. A global search 
was offered by all of these applications for example; a simple 
tool which addresses a shortcoming of paper and pen. 

A middle ground 
The approach of Google Keep (which a achieved a score of 
nine) sits somewhere between the flexibility of note-taking 
style applications such as Evernote and the highly structured 
approach of applications such as Todoist. While the 
application offers simple, structured tasks lists as a primary 
function, it fails to offer features that assist with clarifying, 
organising or reviewing tasks. As with note-taking style 
apps, it is up to the user to develop their own strategies for a 
task’s flow through the application. An “Inbox” note could 
be created for example, into which new tasks would be added 
before being move to other lists through clarifying and 
organising. But where Google Keep differs from note-taking 
style apps is by enabling the user to include reminders, 
collaborators, attachments and labels to tasks. Figure 3 
shows these options as they are presented to users in Google 
Keep.  

 
Figure 3. Note options interface in Google Keep 

Notes in Google Keep can be moved freely around the 
interface, and are pushed down the interface as new items are 
added. This approach again simulates the experience of 
paper and pen solutions, with newer information being easier 
to access and information visualisation being a left to the user 
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to manage. Organising notes is a manual process, requiring 
the same motivation to adhere to a framework as apps like 
Evernote. Again, the ability of these applications to support 
GTD appears to rely on the motivation of the user. Official 
GTD set-up guides exist for both Google Keep [36] and 
Evernote [37] for these motivated users, intended to address 
this gap in structure and show how these tools can be set up 
in a way that works for GTD. 

Lowest scoring applications 
Some applications’ adherence to these styles resulted in a 
low score over all. TeuxDeux, the lowest scoring application 
in the review, achieved a score of just two by offering a 
structured interface and flow of tasks but failing to offer the 
features or structure that would allow for effective GTD 
implementation. The essential approach of the application is 
to offer a list for each day, with one week being visible on 
the screen at one time. Tasks can be added as plain text only, 
with no rich features such as due dates, attachments or 
collaboration. Custom lists can be created for specific 
projects, but have the same plain-text restrictions. Not only 
are users of TeuxDeux not afforded the features that will help 
with effective implementation of GTD, but they are denied 
the freedom to adapt the structure or interface beyond 
renaming or reordering lists. TeuxDeux can certainly be said 
to provide structure to the user, but does not offer support for 
GTD. Whether or not this application might be useful more 
generally is a question that might be asked as part of a 
broader assessment. 

 
Figure 4. TeuxDeux's interface 

Conclusions of technology review 
The review of these 36 applications against the list of criteria 
used showed varied approaches and degrees of suitability for 
the GTD framework. Two primary approaches emerged; 
highly structured applications that guide tasks through a 
version of the GTD framework, and less structured 
applications that offer freedom and adaptability by emulating 
an elevating a pen and paper solution. From this analysis, it 
would appear that the first category, providing high degree 

of structure and support, is best suited to GTD 
implementation and best meets the needs of users of the 
framework. But the flexibility of the latter approach is clearly 
popular, and the existence of official GTD set-up guides 
suggests a desire in the market to engage with these 
applications in this way.  

5. STUDY 2: USER STUDY 

Overview 
The second part of this two-part study is a remote user study. 
Intended to build on the results from the technology review, 
this user study sought the experiences of participants who 
were instructed to install and use high and low scoring 
applications. Users were given a brief overview of GTD and 
told to try an implement it as they saw fit within the 
application, and use GTD and the application to manage their 
working week. This user study was performed during the 
global Covid-19 pandemic, and so was designed to give 
insights while respecting social distancing measures and 
responding to the changing working life of knowledge 
workers and students. 

Method 

Participants 
10 participants were recruited for this study. All 10 
participants were based in the EU and were a mix of 
knowledge workers and students. All participants took part 
in the study primarily from their homes, as offices and 
university campuses largely remained closed at the time of 
this study. Six of the participants were female and four were 
male. Eight of the 10 participants were MacOS users, one 
used Windows and one used Ubuntu Linux. Participants 
were aged between 24-35 years old (mean age: 27 years old, 
SD=3.4). All participants had a university qualification, with 
half of them holding a postgraduate (masters) qualification. 
Participants were recruited through networking by the author 
and second researcher, and were offered £20 in the form of 
an Amazon gift card for their participation. 

Design 
The user study used a between-subjects design, with each of 
the ten participants being asked to use a different application. 
Participants were randomly sorted into two groups; one for 
high-scoring applications and one for low scoring 
applications.  

Participants would be asked to use the application they were 
assigned for five working days. For most, this was Monday-
Friday, but participants were told they were free to count 
these five working days as it suited their schedule. Each 
participant took part in a 15-minute initial study briefing, in 
which they were introduced to the study, instructed to sign-
up to or install their application and given a brief overview 
of the GTD methodology. This brief overview was limited to 
the five core principals of GTD (capture, process, organise, 
review and do), although participants were told they were 
welcome to read more about GTD over the course of the 
study if they so wished. At the end of the five-day period, 
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participants were interviewed for 30 minutes about their 
experience with the application and GTD. 

Materials 
With this user study being conducted remotely, few materials 
were required for this study. Each participant was sent a 
small image file which explained each of these five steps for 
further review, which they were instructed to reference 
throughout the study as required. Participants were asked to 
install and use only the desktop version of their application, 
and avoid accompanying mobile applications. Any set up 
that participants felt fit their needs and the implementation 
of GTD was permitted. The study was managed and tracked 
in a standard spreadsheet. Interview questions were 
developed in advance, and were to be used as suggestions for 
the interviews that were intended to be informal. 

Applications were selected for this study based on the score 
they had received in the technology review. The five highest 
scoring applications were selected to be used as the high 
scoring examples. Low scoring examples were chosen to 
represent the wide diversity of features and functionality that 
existed at the lower scoring end of the scale. This meant that 
high scoring applications ranged between 25 and 22 in their 
score, while the low scoring selection ranged between 12 and 
2. Participants had been asked during recruitment to list 
applications they have used in the past in order to ensure they 
had no prior knowledge of the application they would be 
using. No consideration was given to the operating systems 
each application ran on, since enough variety existed within 
the participants in this regard. 

The five high scoring applications considered in this study 
were Todoist [26], Amazing Marvin [28], Firetask [27], 
Nirvana [29] and Omnifocus [30]. These applications were 
suggested to be highly successful in supporting GTD, and 
were generally feature-rich and complex. Participants who 
were given these applications occasionally expressed 
concerned about their complexity, and were reminded that 
they were permitted to use any support documentation they 
saw fit. 

The five low scoring applications were ToodleDo [38], 
Zenkit [39], Google Keep [40], Kosmotime [41] (previously 
Gipsytime) and TeuxDeux [42]. Unlike the five top scoring 
applications, these applications vary significantly in their 
features and approach to productivity planning. 
Consideration was given to selecting a range of low-scoring 
applications that represented the broad range of approaches; 
one text-based application, one highly visual interface, one 
that supports a number of templates, one that markets itself 
for GTD and one for which there is an official GTD guide. 

The least structured note-taking style apps (Evernote, Bear, 
Notion and Workflowy) were not considered for the user 
study. It was decided that the time required to set up and 
manage these applications made them unsuitable for this 
five-day study. 

Procedure 
Recruited participants were available to start the study at 
various points over a total study duration of 11 days in 
August 2020. Participants were alternately assigned a high 
or low scoring application upon completion of ethics and 
demographics forms. 

A short call was conducted at the beginning of the study to 
welcome participants and explain what was being asked of 
them. They were asked to install the application that had been 
randomly assigned to them and told to install and run a free 
trial of a premium version if this was available. Participants 
were given a brief introduction to GTD that explained the 
intention and background of the framework. The GTD 
introduction focused on the five key steps of GTD, and a 
infographic was provided to each participant that explained 
each step. Participants were instructed to refer back to this 
infographic at any time during the study. It was explained to 
participants that they should retire any current productivity 
planning applications or solutions. Participants were told to 
use the application to manage all professional “work” tasks, 
and invited to include personal “life” tasks if they so wished.  

Results 
The 10 semi-structured interviews ultimately resulted in 
2h42m of interview audio. Audio recordings of the 
interviews were transcribed and anonymised for further 
analysis. An inductive thematic analysis was conducted in 
following the methodology of Terry et al. [17] , with 37 
codes initially identified. These codes were collated and 
consolidated to 18 final codes. These codes were then 
grouped into two major themes; “Natural” GTD and 
Frustration from freedom and features. 

Some questions asked during the interview elicited binary 
responses from participants, allowing for descriptive 
findings to emerge. Four of the five users of high scoring 
applications said they felt more productive over the course 
of the week, compared to only two of the five users of low 
scoring applications. Both groups were asked to implement 
GTD in the same way on their respective application, so this 
result suggests greater suitability in the high scoring group. 
So too does the response to a question about continued usage; 
four of the five users in the high scoring group said they 
would continue to use the application they had been 
provided, compared to just one of the five in the low scoring 
group. Only four participants said they had used structured 
productivity frameworks in the past, but all had previous 
experience with using software of some kind to assist with 
their personal productivity. 

The semi-structured interview was based around two 
primary areas of questioning; overall experience using the 
application, and their experience of GTD within the context 
of the provided application. Starting each interview by 
asking participants about their experience of the application 
resulted in feedback relating to the application interface, 
learning curve and comparisons to previously used software. 
Participants were often quick to disclose whether or not they 
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felt that they had used the application to its full potential, or 
express frustrations with features that had confused or 
irritated them. Many users spoke about how the application 
fit into their particular working day or current projects, and 
explained how their experiences may have been different 
under different circumstances. Almost all participants made 
reference to the global COVID-19 pandemic and its impact 
on their working lives, often expressing a desire to employ 
new tools or techniques to improve productivity as they 
found themselves working from home.  

“Natural” GTD 
A theme was identified that related to a feeling of accidental 
or natural adherence to the GTD framework. This sentiment 
was expressed by users of higher scoring apps generally, and 
in particular participants in the high scoring application 
group. All participants were provided with the same graphic 
detailing the five major GTD phases they had been shown at 
the beginning of the study, and much of the interview data 
relating to this theme was collected following this. When 
asked about how they found the experience of implementing 
these GTD phases with the provided application, these 
participants felt as though they hadn’t particularly 
considered them. Rather than referring back to the graphic, 
they realised they had completed each step without particular 
focus or effort. 

Speaking about their experience using Todoist, P6 explained 
that their focus had been on adding tasks and clarifying by 
adding details as they were realised. Once tasks and some 
additional details had been added, the rest of the GTD 
process happened naturally for them. Organising happened 
through moving tasks into existing project folders and lists, 
and reviewing became a regular occurrence. 

P9 shared similar feelings about their use of Firetask when 
asked to consider their implementation of the GTD steps. 
Opening the application during the call to consider how they 
had adhered to the steps; they realised the application had 
encouraged them to; “It's not as if I was I was intentionally 
trying to do this. I’ve just looked at it and thought, ‘yeah, 
that's what I did!’, because the app provided all of that.” 
Figure 5 shows the Firetask item processing interface and the 
explicit GTD features it offers. For P9, these features made 
implementing GTD the obvious and natural thing to do.  

This experience, of naturally implementing GTD through the 
imposed structure of the application, speaks to a focus by the 
developers to support users of this method. Users of these 
applications were not required to set up with GTD in mind, 
and weren’t required to remain conscious of the steps as they 
worked through their tasks. The issue of a learning curve did 
still factor in to their experiences, but an investment in 
learning these applications was an investment in efficient 
GTD implementation.  

 
Figure 5. Item processing options in Firetask 

Once users were familiar with their applications and how 
they should engage with them, the effects on their 
productivity were made clear. Amazing Marvin’s ability to 
support P8 in their implementation of GTD through a clear 
and structured interface translated to a greater feeling of 
productivity. “I definitely noticed a marked improvement in 
productivity because of the way the basic things are laid out, 
you can easily change progress on different projects as well 
as tasks that need to be done.” Here P8 demonstrates a 
common feeling amongst responses in this theme, that a 
well-structured logical system reduces the cognitive costs of 
using the application. The quicker and easier a user is able to 
collect and processes their tasks, the more time and cognitive 
capacity they will have to engage with them. 

Frustration from freedoms and features 
Participants recounted negative experiences of applications 
that offered them features without the guidance or support to 
make use of them. This theme was realised in the experiences 
of users of low scoring applications. Where users of high 
scoring application had found they were encouraged to 
implement GTD and take full advantage of their application, 
these participants were frustrated and confused by the 
options they were given. Data relating to this theme was 
generally collected very early in the interviews, often in 
response to the opening question asking for participants’ 
overall experience using their application. 
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P7 found that Google Keep required a trial and error 
approach on first use. For them, this resulted in wasted time 
and a frustrating experience over all. First acknowledging the 
features of the application P7 said: “I think if you know 
exactly what you're doing when you come to use this app it’s 
perfect, but if you need a bit of guidance, the guidance just 
isn't there for you.”. Without the guidance that other, higher 
scoring applications offer, users of lower scoring 
applications found that features got in their way. P7 found 
the numerous types of “notes” that could be added in Google 
Keep confusing: “There were so many different ways of 
adding a note, but they all meant different things. And that 
wasn't necessarily clear to me. And it also wasn't structured 
in a way where it was really easy to figure out”. The 
advanced functionality of the application here became 
detrimental to the user’s experience. Ultimately for P7, 
Google Keep was found to be less useful than their existing 
paper and pen productivity solution. 

A lack of clear guidance led participants to feel applications 
were too advanced, or that they were failing to use them too 
their full potential. P5 used Kosmotime, a low scoring 
application that met few criteria in the technology review. 
“When I signed up, there  wasn't like a clear walkthrough or 
things explaining all of the function. So at the beginning of 
the week, I struggled a little bit because there were just too 
many options.”. Users of low scoring applications often 
mentioned a desire for better onboarding or instructional 
wizards. It seems that a lack of structure necessitates 
instructional materials like these, where more structured 
applications guide the users more subtly. 

Conclusions of user study 
The experiences of participants in this user study showed the 
importance of initial use of an application. Users of high 
scoring applications, although faced with complex interfaces 
and multitude features, were able to invest in learning and 
interface that gave them a solid foundation for GTD. The 
time invested by users of low scoring apps was spent using a 
trial-and-error approach to feature discovery. This resulted in 
mistakes made in initial set up, and time wasted. These users 
found their applications less useful overall, were less likely 
to continue use and generally failed to feel more productive. 

6. DISCUSSION 
The technology review and user study have provided 
complimentary results and concrete findings. The intention 
of the technology review was to assess the suitability of 
currently available applications for users wishing to 
implement GTD. This review found that some apps were 
significantly better suited than others to supporting GTD. 
Based on the theoretical support for GTD outlined by 
Heylighen and Vidal [5], applications that appeared to offer 
a stronger support for GTD were expected to be considered 
more useful and usable by users. High scoring apps were 
given to participants in the user study to see if they were 
better than lower scoring app in this regard. Indeed, these 
predictions and expectations were supported by the results of 

the user study. The scores that applications received in the 
technology review were supported and validated by the 
results of the user study. Distinct approaches were 
recognised in the way developers sought to address the needs 
of users. 

Over the course of the review, as applications were scored 
for against a GTD criteria list, two major different 
approaches emerged. The six highest scoring applications 
fell into a category of their own; highly structured and 
specifically featured for GTD. These applications met the 
vast majority of the GTD support criteria outlined, and 
appeared to differ only minimally in the experience the 
offered the user. The results of the application review 
suggested that these six applications effectively supported 
GTD, and it was hypothesised that users would find them 
practical and usable within the context of GTD. The 
similarity between apps in this category was striking, with 
seemingly only minor functional and visual differences 
between them. Users of these applications are not 
responsible for developing a structure or framework, as these 
applications prescribe a rigid flow for tasks that is difficult 
to stray from. 

Applications that sought to replicate and elevate paper and 
pen productivity solutions were part of the other major 
approach. Often feature rich, but lacking the rigid structure 
of the highest scoring applications, these applications allow 
the user freedom to implement their own structure, templates 
and workflows. Once set up, the user is then responsible for 
these structures being maintained, as well as for the flow of 
tasks through the system. These applications were noted to 
be far more varied in their approach than the top scoring 
applications, with differing levels of functionality and 
diverse interfaces. The flexibility and freedoms offered by 
these applications make them an attractive prospect to a 
highly motivated user who is interested in developing their 
own productivity framework, or following guides to set up 
the application to make it functional for GTD. For a new user 
arriving to the application without the explicit intention and 
motivation to implement and maintain a productivity 
framework, these applications might only marginally 
improve on the experience of paper and pen planning and 
task management. In some cases, these applications might 
fail to beat a paper and pen solution. Users being required to 
set up an maintain a productivity framework without support 
may lead to distractions from the tasks at hand, in line with 
research from Mark [8].  

By taking examples of these two approaches to participants 
in the user study, the intention was to add validity to the 
suggestions of the technology review. It was predicted that 
the highly structured applications would be best received by 
participants. Separating the 10 participants into two groups 
was done randomly, irrespective of prior experience with 
GTD or productivity applications. It was predicted that users 
of the low scoring applications would have greater difficultly 
implementing GTD, if they were able to at all. The chosen 
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lower scoring applications were representative of different 
approaches and the broad range of scores that came below 
the top six. The least structured note-taking style apps 
(Evernote, Notion, Bear etc.) were excluded, with it being 
decided that the time it would take to research and set up 
GTD made them unsuitable for this five-day study. The 
applications that were selected as low scoring group were 
still deemed to fit either into this less structured approach, or 
simply to offer the wrong feature set for GTD 
implementation. 

Thematic analysis of participant interviews revealed a 
primary theme of the importance of structure. Participants 
explained that highly structured applications made they feel 
as if they were implementing GTD naturally. Without having 
to think about the various stages of the method, participants 
were successfully implementing it simply by engaging with 
the features of the applications. Users of applications such as 
Google Keep, which offered less structure, found 
maintaining order a burden, and found that optional features 
would get in their way. Across the board, users commented 
that they felt they may not have used their provided 
application to its full potential, a limitation of the five-day 
duration of the study. For users of the highest scoring 
applications however, the investment in learning to use their 
application had resulted in a successful implementation of 
GTD. These findings were in line with predictions made 
from the results of the technology review. Applications that 
met the greatest number of GTD suitability criteria supported 
participants best in the user study. 

Combined findings from the two phases of this research 
create a strong argument for the highly structured, feature 
rich approach of the highest scoring applications as the best 
choice for the user. These applications best serve the needs 
of the user seeking to implement GTD “out-of-the-box”, 
without the need for additional set-up and management. But 
the influence of motivation is also important to consider. 
Users of these highly structured applications invest time in 
learning complex, rigid interfaces; but are rewarded with a 
guided approach to. Users of less structured applications may 
achieve similar or greater results through investing time in 
learning how to structure an application like Google Keep to 
support GTD. 

The present study does not present a clear answer for the 
suitability of these applications when motivation is 
accounted for. It is not clear if the support of official GTD 
set-up guides, the advice of the enthusiastic GTD online 
community and the promise of greater flexibility and 
personalisation might result in other applications presenting 
a higher degree of suitability and support for users over all. 
It stands to reason that users might equally become more 
productive by investing in a system that they can tailor to 
their specific needs. Indeed the literature supports the idea 
that users benefit from adaptable systems for productivity 
[4]. Further research that explores different configurations of 

such applications would provide useful insight and address 
this important consideration.  

7. LIMITATIONS & FUTURE WORK 
Both studies detailed in this report had significant 
limitations, in most cases owing to limited resources and 
time. The application review considered only desktop 
applications in a market that is rich with mobile solutions. In 
many cases, mobile applications form a part of the overall 
offering of these applications, complimenting the desktop 
counterpart with mobile-specific features. These 
accompanying applications may have caused an application 
to meet more of the criteria used in the review when 
considered as a whole. It is also true that an increasing 
number of users and developers prefer mobile-only 
solutions, so considering these in the review would certainly 
be valid. 

A larger number of participants would have allowed for the 
opportunity for more applications being assessed, or for 
users of different profiles assessing the same application. 
The idea of assessing the applications through different user 
types would certainly have provided more concrete insights 
into an application’s abilities to meet varying user needs. The 
literature has shown [4] that productivity is a highly personal 
pursuit, so research based on some degree of participant 
productivity profiling would have added another layer of 
interest to this study. The learning curve experienced by 
users in the user study certainly had a significant effect on 
results also. A longer study duration would have gone some 
way to mitigate the impact of this.  

Future work into the efficacy and suitability of productivity 
software should consider a rage of different approaches and 
their suitability for different user types. Team productivity 
planning is an area that warrants research due to the 
increasing use of software in this category in the modern 
workplace. With the knowledge work evolving so quickly, 
especially in light of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is sensible 
for future research to assess changes in needs and solutions 
thoroughly and often. Assessing solutions based on different 
types of knowledge work would also provide interesting 
insight. Participants in the user stud who had experience with 
apps used to manage tasks in software development provided 
valuable insights about these that were outside of the scope 
of this study. Individual application features should also be 
researched for efficacy through intervention studies, 
allowing for qualified decisions to be made by developers of 
the productivity software of the future. 

8. CONCLUSION 
This study has shown that support for GTD in the 
productivity planning software market varies greatly. The 
work of Heylighen and Vidal [5] shows that GTD is a sound 
framework, that serves to make users more productive 
through leveraging theories of distributed cognition. 
Applications that support GTD well from first use and guide 
users through the framework are limited in the market, with 
a minority of applications reviewed fitting this description. 
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Users of applications that meet this description have been 
shown to help users feel more productive, and encouraged 
continued use. This study finds that applications on the 
whole could better serve users through offering structured 
interfaces which support popular productivity frameworks.   
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https://evernote.com/ 

33. Notion – The all-in-one workspace for your notes, tasks, 
wikis, and databases. Retrieved September 14, 2020 
from https://www.notion.so/ 

34. A simpler way to organize your work. WorkFlowy. 
Retrieved September 14, 2020 from 
https://workflowy.com 

35. Bear - Write beautifully on iPhone, iPad, and Mac. Bear 
App. Retrieved September 14, 2020 from 
https://bear.app 

36. Google Apps for Desktop Setup Guide. 
store.gettingthingsdone.com. Retrieved September 7, 
2020 from https://store.gettingthingsdone.com/product-
p/10440 htm 

37. Evernote for Mac Setup Guide. 
store.gettingthingsdone.com. Retrieved September 7, 
2020 from https://store.gettingthingsdone.com/product-
p/10430 htm 

38. Toodledo | Online To Do Lists, Task Manager, Note 
Taking & More. Toodledo. Retrieved August 24, 2020 
from https://www.toodledo.com/ 

39. Zenkit | Online Project Management. Zenkit. Retrieved 
August 24, 2020 from https://zenkit.com/en/ 

40. Meet Google Keep – Save your thoughts, wherever you 
are. Retrieved August 24, 2020 from 
https://www.google.com/keep/ 

41. Homepage - KosmoTime. Retrieved August 24, 2020 
from https://www.kosmotime.com/ 
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42. TeuxDeux / What deux yeux have teux deux teuxday? 
Retrieved August 24, 2020 from https://teuxdeux.com/ 

 

 







11. APPENDIX B 
The complete application scoring table used as part of the technology review, sorted by total score.


